HOW TO MIX MIRACLE II SOAPS
Luke 5:13 And He stretched out His hand and touched him, saying, “I am willing; be CLEANSED.”
1. CLEANING SOLUTIONS: Much more Information is found at http://www.Miracle2.ws
Using 24 ounze spray bottles mix Miracle II soaps indifferent strengths labeling the bottles LIGHT, MEDIUM,
and HEAVY.
LIGHT: 1 teaspoon regular soap, 1 teaspoon neutralizer and add water to fill.
MEDIUM: 2 ounces regular soap, 2 ounces neutralizer and add water to fill
HEAVY: 4 ounces regular soap, 4 ounces neutralizer and add water to fill (buy regular baking soda and
sprinkle baking soda on job then use the soap with scrubber. It will even clean ovens.)
2. USING FOAMER BOTTLES: Purchase the foamer bottle soaps and empty and clean the bottle and mix 1
tablespoon Miracle II per 8 ounces of water. I use this foam instead of the toxic filled alcohol hand cleaners. I put
one of the Miracle II filled foamer bottles by every sink for cleaning hands.
3. CLEANING PRODUCE: I fill the sink with water and use 1teaspoon of Miracle II Soap and 1 teaspoon of
Miracle II Neutralizer. I let the fruit and vegetables soak for about 15 to 30 minutes and then I rinse quickly and
let it dry before I put into the refrigerator. I also fill a 2 ounce bottle with 1 ounce ea
ch of the soap and neutralizer
and keep it in my produce container in the refrigerator. My produces lasts much longer than normal when using
Miracle II soaps.
4. PET DRINKING WATER: Add several drops of Liquid Neutralizer to pets Water.
5. CAT LITTER BOX: Spray cat litter with neutralizer
6. AUTOMOBILES: Use ounce of regular soap in bucket of water. Car will look waxed.
7. GARDENING: Use ½ teaspoon regular soap in a 32 ounces spray bottle filled with water. This drowns the
insects on the plants. (The soap penetrates the hard shell and drowns the bugs)
8. CLEANING TEETH: Use one tiny drop of soap and rinse. Follow with a little gel on brush, but do not rinse.
Mouth will feel clean and teeth are super smooth and fresh feeling.
9. CONTACTS: Use neutralizer in place of cleaning solution. Contacts have been said to be clearer and last
longer.
10. EYE DROPS: Use Neutralizer liquid as often as you want 1-2 drops at a time.
11. SHAVING CREAM: Use just a little of the Moisturizer soap full strength on face rubb
ing until it foams or use
a saving brush in cup first.
12. AFTER SHAVE: Use a small amount of the Neutralizer Gel
13. BODY WASH: A little soap, regular or moisturizer, goes a long way. Shake Moisturizer soap first.
14. AFTER BATH: Run whole body down with Neutralizer Gel or Neutralizer Liquid, and then follow with Skin
Moisturizer Lotion.
15. NASAL SPRAY: Replace nasal spray contents with Neutralizer liquid.
16. DEODORANT: Spray underarm with Neutralizer Liquid and use Miracle II Deodorant Stone.
17. BATH SOAKS: Purpose: To draw toxins out through the pores of the skin. (Bath test: leave your bath water
overnight so everything will settle on bottom of tub. In morning drain and see the contents on the bottom of the
tub. You will be amazed).How: all other soaps add toxins and clog the pores. Miracle II is toxic free and cleans
out the wax and oil build up that is blocking the pores. The Skin is a major organ and to clog the pores will
overload the body with toxic waste that is unable to process outthrough the pores.
Bath Soak: Using a hot bath (hot as you can stand), add 1 ounce of Miracle II Soap (Regular or Moisturizer) and 1
ounce Neutralizer Liquid. Soak at least 30 minutes. Longer soaks draws out more toxins, preferable 45
-60
minutes soaks. Take pictures of skin before and after 6 months. After bath and drying, rub gel all over followed
by the Miracle II Lotion. I no longer use any other lotion as all other lotions are full of skin damaging and organ
damaging toxins to include antifreezechemicals.
Disclaimer: These instructions come from people who shared how they benefited from using the Miracle II Soaps
for cleaning their bodies inside and out. There are no claims for healing when using miracle II soaps. All healing
power comes only from God’s Word for IN HIM (His Word), you LIVE and MOVE and have your BEING.
(www.cfhsm.ws)

